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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Please read these instructions before using this product.
INSTRUCTIONS PERTAINING TO A RISK OF FIRE, ELECTRIC SHOCK, OR INJURY TO 
PERSONS
WARNING - When using electric appliances, basic precautions should always be 
followed, including the following:
1.  Read all the instructions before using the appliance.
2.  To reduce the risk of injury, close supervision is necessary when an appliance is 

used near children.
3.  Do not contact moving parts.
4.  Only use attachments recommended or sold by the manufacturer.
5.  Household use only. Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
6.  To disconnect, turn all controls to the off (“0”) position, then remove plug from outlet. 

Do not unplug by pulling on cord. To unplug, grasp the plug, not the cord. Unplug 
from outlet when not in use and before servicing or cleaning. Do not operate the 
appliance with a damaged cord or plug, or after the appliance malfunctions or is 
dropped or damaged in any manner. Return appliance to the nearest authorized 
service facility for examination, repair, or electrical or mechanical adjustment.

7.  To reduce the risk of electrical shock, do not put the appliance in water or other 
liquid. Do not place or store appliance where it can fall or be pulled into a tub or 
sink.

8.  The lamp in this appliance cannot be replaced. Scrap the appliance when the lamp 
ceases to operate.

9.  This appliance is provided with double insulation and has no serviceable parts. See 
additional information for Double Insulated Appliances in the Installation Instructions.

10.  Never put metal objects inside the grids while in operation.
11.  Keep away from flammables.
12.  Check the local voltage before operating.
13.  Hang on ceiling on a place where children cannot reach.
14.  Keep the appliance and its cord out of reach of children.
15.  The insect trap cannot be used in barns, stables and similar locations.
16.  The appliance is not to be used in locations where flammable vapor or explosive 

dust is likely to exist.
17.  To reduce the risk of injury from moving parts, unplug before servicing. Unplug the 

appliance before removing the insect collection tray or cleaning.
18.  The appliance complies with the Performance Standards for Light-Emitting 

Products, 21 CFR, Part 1040, Chapter 1, Subchapter J, Radiological Health.
19.  WARNING: Keep out of reach of children.
20.  Do not use this product for anything other than its intended use.
21.  Use only as described in this manual.
22.  Do not insert fingers or any foreign objects into the unit while it is ON or connected 

to a power source.
23.  To avoid fire, clean dead insects from the unit frequently. 
24.  Do not cover the product with cloth, paper, or any other material when in use.
25.  Store product indoors when not in use.
26.  To reduce the risk of electrical shock, always turn product OFF and disconnect 

from power source before cleaning.
27.  All power connections should be kept off the ground and dry.
SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

Specifications:
Input: 110-120V 60Hz
Lamp type: 7W 2U UV-A

Average lifetime of bulb: 8,000 hours



ASSEMBLY
1.  Place each side of the lure ring around the insect 

trap so that the open sides are facing upward (fig. 1). 
2.  Slide the lure ring joints together (fig. 2 & 3).
3.  Twist the ring around until it fits into place and 

resists twisting. This will happen when two of the leg 
sockets catch on the small tabs on either side of the 
ring (fig. 4).

4.  If using as a standing model, insert the tops of the 
legs into the leg sockets (fig. 5).
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For customer service call 888.784.2835 (+1.423.402.9010 for outside the United States) or visit us online at viatekproducts.com
Pour le service a la clientele appelez le 888.784.2835 (+1.423.402.9010 a l’extérieur des États-Unis) ou visitez viatekproducts.com
Para servicio al consumidor llame al 888.784.2835 (fuera de Estados Unidos marque +1.423.402.9010) o visite viatekproducts.com
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SETUP
USING THE LURE RING: Some insects are attracted to scents more than they are attracted to UV 
light, so it is important to utilize the lure ring to get the best results. Simply place a lure such as fruit 
juice or sugar water into the lure ring. 
SELECTING A LOCATION: The insect trap lures insects toward it, so it’s best to place the unit 
away from the area to be protected. Ideally, place the unit between the source of insects (such as a 
lawn, wooded area, or pond) and activity areas (such as a deck or patio). 
PLACEMENT: The unit can be placed on a flat surface or hung up using the hanging ring. Always 
use a safety cable when hanging, and only hang from places that can support at least 9 lb (4 kg). Be 
sure to place in a location out of reach of children.
OPERATION: Plug the unit in and press the power switch. The UV light and the internal fan will turn 
on. As insects are attracted by the UV light and lure, the insect trap’s internal fan pulls them into the 
collection chamber where they dehydrate and die. 
NOTE: Be sure to keep the plug dry. During outdoor use, plug into an outlet with a code-approved “while in use” 
electrical outlet cover.

Maintenance & Storage
Always unplug the unit for maintenance and storage.
Insects will accumulate in the collection chamber over time. To empty, twist the collection chamber 
counterclockwise to detach it from the unit. After disposing of the contents, you may wipe the inside 
of the chamber clean with a damp cloth. Be sure the chamber is completely dry before reattaching 
it to the unit. Reattach the chamber to the bottom of the unit and twist clockwise until it snaps into 
place. The chamber may need to be cleaned as often as once a week.
Do not submerge unit in liquid to clean. Use a damp cloth with or without detergent to wipe the 
outside of the unit clean. Dry thoroughly with a soft cloth.
The lure ring can be removed and hand washed. This part may be submerged in water once it is 
separated from the unit. Dry thoroughly with a soft cloth.
Store indoors when not in operation. Do not leave exposed to extreme weather such as high winds 
or heavy rain.
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POLARIZED ATTACHMENT PLUG
To Reduce the Risk of Electric Shock, this appliance has a polarized plug 
(one blade is wider than the other). This plug will fit in a polarized outlet only 
one way. If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still 
does not fit, contact a qualified electrician to install the proper outlet. Do not 
change the plug in any way. Keep the plug away from rain or any liquid.
SERVICING OF DOUBLE-INSULATED APPLIANCES
In a double-insulated appliance, two systems of insulation are provided 
instead of grounding. No grounding means is provided on a double-
insulated appliance, nor should a means for grounding be added to the 
appliance. Servicing of a double-insulated appliance requires extreme care 
and knowledge of the system, and should be done only by qualified service 
personnel. Replacement parts for a double-insulated appliance must be 
identical to those parts in the appliance. A double-insulated appliance is 
marked with the words “DOUBLE INSULATION” or “DOUBLE INSULATED.” 
The symbol  may also be marked on the appliance.


